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In this text you're going to be hearing about a problem that we haven't been able to fix 
this problem. I believe that water pollution is bad for sea animals, us and anything in the sea. 
We need to fix this problem because about 100million sea animals die because of water 
pollution.  I choose water pollution because it has been a long time and who knows how long 
the water has been like that. Water pollution is one of the worst problems about earth dangers. 
Any type of water with chemicals or substances that can cause death or damage to sea animals, 
a plant health and us can be damage by water pollution. We can be damaged by drinking water 
from places that have water pollution causing us to get sick. For the sea animals because they 
must stay there and it's their home for them it's worst because they die by the plastic or 
chemical's that had been put there by humans. 
 
 The problem of water pollution is (global warming, deforestation, industry, agriculture, 
livestock farming, urban development, sewage & wastewater, mining, marine dumping, oil 
leakages, burning fossil fuels, sewer leakage, global warming, radioactive waste, animal waste, 
Eutrophication, acid rain.) And the most common cause of poor-quality water is human activity. 
Because of us, about 1 million sea animals die a day. Another reason is stuff or chemicals 
spilling into the water/sea/ocean. 
Because of this and us we have water pollution. As u can tell by some oceans, they have lots of 
trash chemicals and dead sea animals cause by water pollition 
 if u didn’t know water pollution are water body's that are infested with plastic, chemicals, 
sewage and waste, factory dumping bad stuff in. Water pollution effects go into lakes, rivers 
oceans aquifers, reservoirs, and groundwater. More major problems or water pollution is (The 
water becomes acidic, there's more toxins in the water, Eutrophication, destruction of 
ecosystem, loss of wildlife.) And for humans its (snowballing severe economic losses, health 
conditions, extreme water poverty, cost of cleaning up, and death.) 
 
 We can solve this problem by (Pick up litter and dispose of it properly, dispose of 
chemicals and fuel properly, mulch or compost grass or yard waste, don’t pour fat and grease 
down the drain, minimize your use of pesticides herbicides and fertilizers, the minimum 
amount of laundry detergent, dispose of medical waste properly, avoid using a garbage 
disposal, check your sump pump or cellar drain, eat more organic food, try to avoid buying 
plastic items, plant some trees, keep your vehicles from leaking, shop with water pollution in 
mind, support environmental charities, cut down on meat consumption.) By doing this you can 
help water pollution to be gone and save the animals in the ocean/sea/river (anything water 
with sea animals). Please remember to try donating to environmental places that save and 
clean like team sea and stuff like that. 



   
 

   
 

 

 The effects of water pollution are terrible. We need to do something to help save ecosystems 
and humans lives. If one day we all do something together, we can find millions of solutions for 
this terrible problem that we hope to find some day. Water pollution is now one of the most 
common ecosystems destructions.it is because when you go to any place with water u will 
commonly see water pollution mostly caused by plastic, And most the time sewage & water 
waste because its everywhere. After we solve this problem, we will be able to not worry about 
dirty water and getting sick by it, wildlife loss, and a lot more stuff. 

   
 

                                                 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
                                                            


